Visit to the Farm

Our tiny tots from Nursery had their first fun filled outing from school on 4\textsuperscript{th} Nov 2015. There was a lot of excitement as we boarded the school buses and enjoyed the drive to a wonderful farm. We were greeted at the farm gate and escorted inside for a tour of the farm. The children squealed in happiness seeing the various animals, some of them whom they were allowed to pet and feed. After this we enjoyed a walk around the vegetable garden and saw various vegetables and fruits in different stages of development. The little ones also had an exciting little pony ride and a walk through the beautiful enchanted woods. They were allowed to play on the swings and sandpit for a while after which they had an activity worksheet to be completed which they did with great enthusiasm. They then had their snacks and refreshments on the green lawns completely in awe of their beautiful surroundings. We then boarded the bus back to school with the children happily chatting away about the trip that they thoroughly enjoyed.